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resident Kennedy’s office (below) is, like the man himself, a blend
of informality and efficiency. Slipcovered sofas, the famous Presidential rocker and paintings of Early American naval battles give
the room the look of a comfortable study. The desk was discovered
in the White House broadcast room by Mrs. Kennedy. Made oj
timbers from the British ship H.M.S. Resolute, it was a gift to President Hayes from Queen Victoria. The elegant alligator desk set was
a recent present from President Charles de Gaulle. Antique scrimshaw, an Inaugural medal, a World War Il coconut shell and (far
right) carved Philippine bookends and painted wooden seabird are
tyvical of the mementos that
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Several years ago a friend of mine spoke of a situa
tion, prevelant on the campus of U. D. in terms of the

dragon on Brown Street. In precise terms, he referred
to the ethnocentrism of the students; an ethnocentrism
that is almost complete to the total exclusion of serious
thinking on any non-campus happening, unless said
happening were assigned for study and grade.
Therefore, at the close of last year, Anita and | chose
to begin writing editorials that would, in keeping with
the allusion, provide impetus in assualting the lurking
dragon that preys or is thought to prey on those who
unsuspectingly let their thoughts wander off campus
and into the mature world and its manifold problems
and challenges.
Exponent is best described as a literary magazine.
| say best described because it often contains other
material. It is for this reason that | have chosen, as
my topic for this issue’s editorial, the need of more
and better censorship in the publishing field.
No, | am not another zealot like the woman in California who wanted the Tarzan books removed from the
shelves of the local library because Tarzan and Jane
had never been legally married. It is exactly this sort
of censorship | am against, the unknowing, fake-moral
kind, the kind that is hit-or-miss, with no real plan of
action or formulated creed.
But, before we go into what is needed, let us examine
why something is needed at all. This summer, still undecided on a topic for this column, | found myself waiting for a bus here in Dayton. While | waited, | wandered over the the book rack. There were the usual number of current best-sellers, science-fiction and westerns.
Then one side of a rack caught my eye. In this rack
were some of the most suggestive book covers | had
ever seen outside of some of our larger cities and/or
the service towns near where | was stationed.
For those of you who have never seen these racks
or having glimpsed them, did not look, let me quote
you a few titles and cover copy. _''She tried everything —"’ Man Hungry. ‘'She fought temptation — but
her body couldn't say no.’ EASY.
''Confessions of
an Executive Sweet’’ — Office Tramp. ‘The tragedy of
a sex doomed to take their delights in strange and unnatural ways.”’ — Strange Delights.

en garde!
Orr

it, meets good honest boy who rescues her from life
of sin, usually ending in bed, but this time it’s all clean
and good because they love each other. Bull!
There have been court fights to keep books like Lady
Chatterly’s Lover, Ulysses, and Henry Miller's Tropics
out of circulation in this country and yet no one seems
unduly concerned with this flood of smut that is inundating our bookstands. And the sad part of this is the
incongruity of the whole thing. The books that have
been involved in hearings approach, if they are not,
literature, while the others rate no other title than
fictitious smut, filth.
While we are on the subject of what or why we need
stronger, more militant censorship, consider the magazines. Several years ago Esquire reigned as ‘“‘the’’

girly magazine. However it matured, but was followed
by Playboy, which, while showing taste in some of its
reviews and features, and its fiction, still clings to the
Blue or slightly-more-than-bawdy-joke approach in its
layout and overall tone. But, and far more important
than Playboy, there soon followed a rash of imitators
who feature no class, just the bad taste, girly, suggestive modes of format. These too areincreasing rapidly.
One final word before we continue into what needs
to be done, | am not saying that books like Ulysses are
good for family reading, nor am | endorsing Playboy

I'm sorry if | shocked any of you, but it was intended.

or any of the others. Suggestion is more subtle and

At the waste of anywhere from fifty cents to a dollar, |
bought and read several of these books. They are
nothing more than scene after scene of sex, mostly

hence more dangerous in the handsof an accomplished
author or a clever presentation. That some may read
these books or magazines and not be affected in the

unnatural, all in vivid detail.

wrong way is possible, but we must first decide just who

The plots

are almost

similar, girl gets into trouble, enjoys it, doesn’t enjoy

is capable of doing so.

Again this statement sounds high and mighty. And
there are those who are saying, ‘Just who the hell
does he think he is?’ Then, rather than appear to be
voicing purely my own sentiments, which in asense |
am, let me quote an article, a UPI story | clipped
from my hometown paper this summer.

CLEVELAND (UPI) - Rep. Kathryn E. Granahan, D-Pa.,
warned here Monday night that obscenity and pornography were bigtime businesses that cannot be ignored....

The Philadelphia congresswoman said. . . the volume

or moral or beauty of prose looking for words. And
the singular appearance of that naughtiestof the Anglo-

Saxon four letter words will send them on a banning
crusade.
What we need are people who can objectively look
at the problem and take steps to resolve it. These
people must be able to put aside any conflicting interests and have no fear of stepping on toes. The first
task is to root out the obvious, the blatant filth and
trash that is gaining more and more space on book

racks.

Then the problem becomes trickier, for now

of smutty literature finding its way to youngsters aged
eight to 18 was increasing yearly. — Xenia Gazette,
August, 1962.
Also in the article, Mrs. Granahan said that she has
proposed legislation calling for stiff fines for sending
filth and smut to youngsters.
And here is another woman's way of fighting the
problem.

they would have to decide carefully just what was literature and what was not. It would take a well educated
group, a group that was nationally organized. And the
problem doesn’t stop at this stage either. They would
have to then decide who could safely read what and
how to determine this.
What this committee or organization would have to
be is a group of people with the wisdom of Solomon

CHICAGO
- (AP)- Carry National attacked potables
with a hatchet. Mrs. Violet Palumbo’s weapon against

and the patience of Job. They should be or could be
modeled after the Catholic Legion of Decency and its

books she doesn’t like was glue. . . . Mrs. Palumbo, 51year-old mother of two teenagers, was arrested in her
home on complaints of neighborhood merchants who
said they were stuck with volumes ofglue sealed paper-

would have to have some sort of legislative and judicial powers. And they would have to act and speak

backs ... Mrs. Palumbo said. . . ''Howcan you compare
destroying a book with destroying a child’s mind?...
| saw children buying them. We never give garbage
to our children. Why should those places?”

Why are women only involved in this battle? Or are
there men interested in damning this flow of smut? Recently, again in my home town, a committee had sev-

eral books banned from sale in the county. Afriend of
mine, a writer for the local paper, told me the books
were several “'skin’’ magazines, Playboy imitators, and
the magazine Sexology. That very same day | walked
into two different stores in town and saw racks of the

Protestant and Jewish counterparts.

The committee

hard and see that what they said and decided stuck
under pain of law.
This problem may not seem serious enough to some
of you to warrant such stringent action, but consider
what the youth of our country is being exposed to today. The booming paperback marketis presenting inem
with smut and depravity that in manyinstances matches
the state of affairs in the final days of Rome. People

can be conditioned and moved by what they read or
else the field of advertising would not be as large as it

It is because of these people and the conflicting interests that nothing concrete gets done. The people who

is today. We, Americans, are being spoken of in
Europe and in our own country as citizens of a nation
on the decline. There could betruth in their statements.
Where do you, the college student, fit into this picture? It is going to be your country to live in, to vote
in, to run, to raise your children in. What sort of country do you want? The kind that would elect and cheer a
Nero or a Caligula? Or would yourather live ina
clean country, a strong country, both physically and
mentally?
You, we, have many problems. This is one of the
more pressing, what are we going to do about it? Remember, the youth of other countries have effected reforms or are we too apathetic? Don't we give a good

do not know what they are doing cloud the issue. They
read books, ignoring any inherent quality of writing

freedom.

same type of book | described earlier.
Granted there are campaigns against this smut, but
none of them seem to be having any effect. The trouble
is that many of them are improperly planned, improp-

erly manned, and conflict with personal interests. For
every sincere campaigner, there must be five misguided, ill-informed idiots, similar to the woman in

California who caused the Tarzan incident, who slap
oui at anything without looking first.

damn?

| say best we go to work, | happentolike
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TURTLE. SOUP
William J. O’Sullivan
**Get that barrel over there,’’ Charlie said. ‘‘Turn it on it’s side,

and we'll roll him over with it.”’
“Do ya think that’ll kill him?”
*T donno. Maybe it will; maybe it won’t. If it don’t, we’ll put
him in a vise next.”’
‘**But we don’t got a vise Charlie,’”’ said Luke lucidly.
“That don’t matter! Don’t you go givin’ mea hard time Luke.
Do ya wanta kill this turtle or don’t ya? I got half a mind to let
the thing live.”’
‘Oh, no.

Please Charlie, let’s kill it,’ he said. ‘‘We gotta kill it.

They don’t never give us turtle soup here. I like turtle soup. My
mother usedta make turtle soup for me every week, but we don’t
never get none here.”’
‘Look... Luke... do you want the turtle soup or don’t ya?’
**Sure I want it Charlie!”’
‘Alright, now get that barrel, and do as you’re told.”’
Luke went over to the corner of the dark basement room and
tipped the barrel marked ‘“‘Danger Highly Inflammable.”’
‘**Be careful there Luke. Careful... Luke!”’
But Luke couldn’t hold the heavy barrel, and it fell on its side,

banging against the concrete floor and making a vibrating roar in
the nearly empty basement.
**You crazy nut! That’ll bring everybody down here!”’
‘Who you callin’ crazy?’ said Luke growing red with all the
tendons in his bull neck showing. ‘‘Huh, who you callin’ crazy?”
He grabbed Charlie by the throat and began shaking his head
like an apple onatree.
“Who you callin’ crazy?’ he shouted.
“No... gasp... ahh...no... nobody, Luke.”’
Then the light flashed on, and the pair of them froze as they stood
in the middle of the room. Luke’s hands tightened a little more
around Charlie’s neck so he couldn’t even squeal.
*‘Who’s down there? someone called out with authority.
Luke shook his head slowly from side to side and twisted
Charlie’s along with it. Charlie was now a colorful shade of violet

as he madea futile effort to breath.

“It must have come from 15B next door,’’ said someone else

from above.
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ILLUSTRATION: bill bohne

The light clicked off, and the door closed. Luke’s grip loosened.

*‘Lemme go Luke. I didn’t mean nothin’,’’ Charlie whispered.
*Just don’t call me crazy no more,”’ said Luke. The tears poured from his eyes, and he rubbed them away with his fists.
“Okay Luke. It’s just somethin’ people say. They don’t mean it.
Now roll that barrel over here. We gotta kill this turtle before they

miss us in the Community Room.”’
“Sure Charlie. Anythin’ you say.”’
Luke got the barrel and rolled it over
to Charlie.
“‘Now where’s that durn burn turtle?
He was here a minute ago.”’
Luke and Charlie searched for the turtle
in the dim light of the storage room.
““He’s over here Charlie. I'll get him.”
Luke reached down to grab the turtle
and as he did, the turtle’s head shot out,

and the beak fastened tightly on his thumb.
**Ah, ah, ya!”’

Luke flipped off the turtle, and it thudded on the floor.

He kicked it, and the

armored reptile sailed across the floor like
a hockey puck, careened off Charlie’s
ankle, and ended spinning bottom up in
a far corner.
“You cra. . .”? Charlie began. But he
gave it a quick second thought and just
sat on the floor and whimpered, massag-

ing his ankle with one hand and his neck
with the other.
“‘Durn burn that turtle,’’ he whimpered.
“Bring that barrel over here; we’re gonna
finish him off right now.”’
So while Luke rolled the barrel, Charlie
flipped over the turtle with his foot and
shoved it out in the open.
“Why don’t I just pull his head off with
a pair of pliers or somethin’. It’d be a lot
simpler.’’
“That’s too messy Luke. And besides,
he’s got his head way back inside his
shell.
Here, gimme that barrel; we’re
gonna have turtle soup in a minute.”’
Charlie straightened out the barrel, took
aim at the shell lying a few feet away and
pushed.
““Now listen Luke! Listen for the
crunch!”’
But when the big can with “Highly Inflammable”’ contents hit the turtle, it just

made a thud and bounced over. Theturtle
just lay there like an overturned soup
bowl.

““Not even a crack!” said Luke. “I
thought that’d really smash him.”’
“Shhh! Keep your voice down! Durn

burn that turtle anyhow!”
“T still think we oughtta pull his head

off insteda mashin’ him. Then we could
drink the soup outta the shell. My mother usedta always...”’
“Shut up!”

‘But all I’d have to do is go Chichh.. .”’
Luke made a twisting pulling motion
with his hand grasping an imaginary
turtle’s head.
““Okay Einstein, you get the head out

and I'll let you pull it off.”’
*“My name’s Luke. I wish people would
call me by my name.”’
“Shut up! I’m thinkin’.”’
“Oh... Whatcha thinkin’ about Charlie? Huh? Tell me what you’re thinkin’
about.”’
*T’m thinkin’ about what we’re gonna
do about this turtle, idiot!”’

**“My name’s Luke,”’ he whispered.
Charlie thought for a long time and then
finally he said, ‘‘Luke, grab the turtle and
follow me.”’
*‘Where we goin’ Charlie?’
“Don’t ask stupid questions; just come
along.”’
Gingerly, Luke picked up the turtle and
held it upside down on his fingertips like
a waiter carrying a tray of food. Charlie
and Luke quietly left the storage room by
a side door; they could hear the two men

still searching for them upstairs. Luke was
nervous.
““Don’tcha think we better get back?’’ he
said. ‘‘We can hide the turtle somewhere
and then kill him tomorrow.”’
SEIN

-

**But Charlie...”
“Shut up! We’re not gonna chicken out
now. We’re gonna do this thing right. No
more screwin’ around with barrels. We’re
gonna have a nice, neat, clean sacrifice,”
he said, making each word distinct.

“We’ve gotta have an altar. Look
around and see if you can find an altar,”
he said impatiently.
“But I wantta make turtle soup,’ ? said
Luke almost crying.

“You'll get your turtle soup. Now just
shut up and find an altar.”’
“Wha. .. what’s it look like?’
‘Like an altar idiot.”’
“Well... It looks like a table made
outta stone only it’s got dried blood and
guts all over it.”’
““Okay Charlie.”’

It got darker as Charlie and Luke
searched for an altar. They looked and
looked, but to no avail.

“There’s got to be one around here

somewhere. They’re just hidin’ it on us,
but we’ll find it. We'll show ‘em. They
can’t hide their altar from Charlie and
Luke too long! No siree!”’
*“Charlie,’’ said Luke quietly.
Yeah?’
*“Maybe we oughtta just keep him.”’
*“Keep who?”’
**Keep the turtle. For a pet.”
*““No! They wouldn’t let us. They’d just
take it away and make turtle soup for
themselves that’s what. All for themselves.

dies. You know I didn’t mean nothin’.
We’re buddies,’’ he said nervously backing away.
‘“‘We’re not buddies no more. Not now
we ain’t.”’
Luke tripped in the darkness, making a
clamor as he fell to the floor.
Charlie
jumped back. He was in a corner now
and getting panicky. Luke felt something
hard on the floor and picked it up. It was
a heavy pipe wrench. He flung it wildly

They never let us have nothin’.

wall next to Charlie’s head.

Besides,

you know what’ll happen to us if we go
back now. They’ll lock up up inthe room.
You don’t wantta go back to the room do
ya?’
Luke burst into tears. ‘‘No, no, no! I
don’t wantta go back,” he said weeping

uncontrollably.
‘Okay then. Our only chance is to kill
that turtle and kill it tonight. Then we
can get away. Now keep lookin’. Here
gimme that durn burn thing.”’
Luke gave him the turtle and went on
through the hallway opening doors,
searching.
**Charlie!’’ said Luke excitedly. **Over
there. It looks like a tool room.”’
*“Good work Luke. Hurry up and get
in there before somebody spots us.”’
Luke and Charlie scurried into the workshop and shut the door.
**T don’t see no altar Charlie.”’
*“You don’t see nothin.’ Turn the light
on ya nut.”
‘*“Charlie, I warned ya before not to call

me nothin’ like that. Where are ya?’ he
said angrily, groping in the darkness.
‘““Where are ya? I’m gonna knock your
head clean off,’’ he shouted.

*“Now take it easy Luke.”’
ae don’t tell me to take it easy neith> he said with a shaky voice. ‘‘Your
A gonna tell me what to do no more,
‘cause when I get a hold of you, I’m gonna pull that head of yours off like a tomato offa vine.”’
Luke moved ahead gradually, his hands
held out ready to grab Charlie’s head
should he find him. Charlie felt his neck
which was still sore from Luke’s last outburst, and he stepped back as he heard
Luke getting closer.
“Lu... Luke... you and

I are bud-

in the darkness, and it smashed into the
“Luke... listen

to

me,’

he pleaded.

“They’re gonna hear us for sure now.”
“J don’t care if they do. But it won’t
be before I get my hands on you,”’ he said

getting off the floor.
“But they’ll take you away, and you
won’t get your turtle soup. They’ll lock
you up and make turtle soup for themselves, that’s what,’’ Charlie said with an

almost threatening tone.
Luke stopped cold, and his anger melted
into fear.
*““No Charlie. They wouldn’t do that
would they?’’
Charlie knew he was safe now, us he

wasn’t going to push his luck.
“You know they would. We sete stick
together or they’ll get us for sure,”’ he said
in a comradely tone.
Luke thought for a while and then...
“Ya still got the turtle Charlie?’
“Yeah. I got it right... here,’ he said
pulling it from behind his back. He could
feel that it was still inside its shell.
“Okay then. Let’s hurry up before they
find us.”’
““See if you can find the light switch.”’
Finally they found the light and turned
it on.

“‘Here, this’ll do,’’ said Charlie slapping
the turtle down on a workbench.
“But it ain’t got no blood and guts on it.
It ain’t even made outta stone,”’ said Luke.
“Itll have to do.
We ain’t got much

time.
They’ll be here
Can’tcha hear ‘em?’’

any minute.

“Ye... yeah,’’ he said, his voice shak-

ing.
‘Here, gimme that sledgehammer.”’
Luke picked up the sledgehammer that
Charlie wanted and gave it to him.
(Continued on page 11)
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cutting clean and clear
He jerked out of the chair — a
magazine flapped to the floorand
slick pages crackled as they slapped the carpet’s ground in slimness — in two, long heel-hard
steps he reached the sink and impatiently put his lips to the tap
as he turned the cold water spigot.
He shut the water off and
Sieubredentsa(cremmebeeel
ic)0Mm te elciE-CelJee
ed the flat, summer pipe warmness around his teeth and swallowed it with a gulp.
—Oughta call one way or the
other — went and played for em —
needed a trumpet player — only
one more to listen to after me —
said they’d call today —
He looked out the window and
then squeakily slid it shut, then
he reopened it and stared through
humid, dusk air at an oldwoman
who sold red roses on the street

He turned and studied

his room for a moment, andthen,
breaking the trancelike motion-

lessness, he quickly reached under
the bed and pulled out a simulated, leather case, black and scuf-

fed.

He released one of the metal

catches, the other one was popped

awry, crookedly broken. Nestled
within the purple, worn velvet of
the case was an object shining
and gold: a horn, just a shining

horn.

He firmly and friend-like

PHOTOGRAPHY: dave schaefer

below.

grasped the instrument andit resplendently
shown him in gilt as he brought it to his
lips. Then he paused and his brow
wrinkled in a remembrance
Wearing short pants he rode to the free
shows in the back seat of his neighbor’s

throat and throngs around him passed
bare lonliness laughing — no he wouldn’t
ride, for the sad, motor man would have

smelled red like flowers. The other kids
all laughed and chattered into the mas-

to start the flying swings with only one
rider — and then he might cry
He thought, and then his neck slightly
jerked and he looked at the horn in his
hands, he brought the mouthpiece of the
instrument to his lips and blew into it, of

sively serene, public auditorium, and the

it, because of it, and he closed his eyes:

sounds of their happy giggling would rise
and reverberate until the houselights darkened. Then the first amateur act would

He heard his room become desolate and
there was a coolness in breeze — night
desert.
Then, longing-lonely, hearing a horizon
stretching plain of tall, dry-grass, and the
stillness droned in begging.

old, Saturday morning Chevrolet, and it

come on stage to sing or tap dance or

something, and for the first few minutes
there would be silence, then a small whisper — a girl’s giggle — a yell-talking-noiseloudness.
The rest of the acts would go
through their routines darkly andignored,
and he would leave the early, Saturday
spectacle: embarassed for himself as a
member of the audience, and sorry for
the performers who wanted to do and were
rejected. He walked downcast and wondering back to his home.
The amusement park was sun and Sun-

day. He carefully watched his mother’s
red flowered dress so as not to become
lost in the scurrying frolic of ride dizzy
crowds. All of the attractions tailed lines
of fidgeting parents and children waiting
to be admitted to seats of stomach sinking
sensations, while the operators of the gaygaudy contraptions sweated and crammed
their expectatious patrons aboard strange,
brightly painted vehicles. He looked at
the crowd and at the enticements, and he
walked and waited and watched crimson,

fabric flowers. Then he saw a bare spot
where only a few children swung dull and
frowning on circling swings, which hung

by chains fromacircling, revolving hub.
The man at the motor of the ride looked
at him, and the blossoms in front stopped
their leading growth until they were scarlet
at his side, but he hurried on with young
and swollen eyes and a tightness in his

A break — in soft, potential staccato. A

figure appears on almost the edge — her —
far away though.
The notes, the sounds, wanting commanding imploring, sharper now — higher
now — easy now — lower now — desperate
now — hoping now.
The dry-grass by the figure begins to
gesture — a breeze - movement. Though
towards of away?
A sound heard higher than believed, cutting clean and clear.
Then a slowing, afraid of knowing — an
answer, the resultant droning is caused by
a realization of the acception of hope. And
loneliness, night air currents, moves all

the tall grass, and a pink petal floats to
the ground.
And as the horn’s shining surface had
shown him in reflection, he blew and it

was the essence of him
He put the trumpet down on his bed and

looked into its shining goldness and saw
himself reflected in splendid sunlight:
young and feeling and lonely. A light
motion of air stirred in the room causing
a peeled part of the red rose printed wallpaper to slightly sway — and the telephone
began to ring, while below a purchaser
began to thread a red bloom through a
smiling lapel.
ih

The tall grey buildings standing defi-

antly— symbols of civilization against the
dawning sky. The sun fighting to declare
infinite and unchallenged power. No one
questions it, all in the civilization that it
governs live by the truth of its very existence. Now
the sun is straining against
the horizon of the city, preparing to usurp
its place.
:
From the top of one of the buildings
silhouetted by the yellow a seemingly insignificant and finite sound can be heard.
It is a clock striking out the hour of five.
The gongs are loud over the city, permeating every street and building and
brick, lingering momentarily, then fading.
Now chimes — the same heard at every
hour, but these are different — morning
chimes. Pidgeons and starlings are started fluttering and whispering in groups
from one building-top to the next. Peeping, thrashing their wings, fighting for undesignated viewpoints, on the ledges, the
stone ledges breaking the monotony of
brick and insignificance.
A man in a dirty white suit is picking up
apers from the street, looking with com-

ort and ease quite as old as the city, the
city quietly jealous, looks as old as he. He
stops for a moment to pull a watch, very

thick, from a vest inside his white uniform,
looking quickly, winding patiently, and
replacing.
The city is awake, its people awakening.
Mr. Vic Time is one of its people. The
window shades are going up, some are
going down, the balance is maintained.
The shade on Vic’s window is up, but he
is not,

clock.

despite the efforts of his alarm

As

he takes an extra snooze [’ll

the disparate fuse to move

tell you something about Vic Time. He is
fourty-one and he looks it. He has been
divorced for eighteen years, a fact which
he doesn’t conceal but would rather not
talk about, so I will not do so any further.
Vic is a good guy, as good guys come
and go, he would do anything for you.
That is, of course, provided that you are

not his friend, for you see this is Vic’s
method of gaining new friends — not sustaining old ones. He was born in this,
the largest city in the world. Being born
here Vic was of course not raised here.
He was raised in a small city in the Southeast Midwestern section of the country
called Leningrad, but I fear that the name
of that city has been changed recently — I
regret that I can’t recall the name of it.
Mr. Time, (that name does sound odd
doesn’t it,) Vic’s father, was an honest
hard-working man. At least there is no
one alive today that can tell us otherwise.
But then it is just as well that old Mr.
Time was honest and hard-working. Vic’s
mother was of Southern Rhodesian descent, and of very good Southern Rodesian
stock, I might add. Well, enough of his
parents for they are in the past and consequently quite unimportant to Vic. The
important thing is that I have let Vic oversleep while I was rambling on and he’s
about to be late for an important engagement.

He is opening his eyes slowly, not realizing that it is five-thirty and
that he has
overslept. Suddenly he blinks his big blue
eyes and opens them to their fullest, which
is very full. He hair is still very neat from
the combing it got the previous night and
considering all, he does not look like a

waking middle-aged man. Now he jerks
his head and stares at the alarm clock that
he has ignored until now. He looksa long
time before he finally realizes that it really
says five-thirty-one.
Throwing back the
covers and bounding onto the cold floor
he doesn’t bother to step into his slippers
which have apparently been very carefully
placed so that normally, getting out of
bed, his feet would have fallen directly into

them. Dipping water on his face from the
small sink beside his bed he utters a few
curses at himself that are muddled by his
over-sized toothbrush with a rubber tip
for gum massage. He dresses with amazing rapidity and neatness when heis tardy.
Before leaving he glances aroundtheroom
quickly and feels all of his pockets to make
sure he has not forgotten anything. Then
he pushes the night lock and slams the
door. Vic is not a punctual man, and he
enjoys that extra few minutes in bed, so he
is quite a veteran at speedy recovery. But
the amazing thing about Vic is that when
he is late he never shows it. As a matter of
fact, when he arrives late for an engage-

ment of any sort, his associates always
end up with the feeling that they have arrived early.
The old man in the white suit is hurrying
his clean-ups out of the way of the trickle
of the morning rush hour. He looks very
busy for a man of his age, and the monotonous bricks are winking at each other in

the sun, joking with him. He is not smiling, but he looks as though he may any
moment, and one is always waiting — for
the smile. The birds are trying to dominate the morning scene with strutting and
blinking, but somehow they don’t notice

j. wayne sweeny

the oversight, they perhaps know they of
the city have noticed many times before,
the birds know it is a hurried neglect.
Mr. Vic Time is now bursting and braking through town, whistling, not a tune,

just whistling (the smoke of his cigarettetoo-early rushing against his windshield
billowing out around his tuneless whistle).
Now he is speeding out the parkway,
smelling the fringe of the city, not smoking
or whistling now.
There are not many
cars and he is happy that he can hurry to
correct his lateness. The morning is chilled and misty, he is pushing through smelling it. He is comfortable in his warm car,
his after shave is still tingling and he begins his tuneless whistle again, trying to
find a tune (but it is too early in the morning).
A white splash on his windshield stops
his whistle. It is one of the birds — right in
front of his eyes. He leans out of the window tilting his head back and he screams
at the bird floating somewhere beyond his
sight. Then he seems to be turning upside
down with the sky coming into full view,
he doesn’t have to tilt his head to see the
bird. His shoulder is hurting and he turns
back too late to see the windshield with the
white bird-do rushing toward his face —the
crash has diverted his attention. The hot
cup of coffee he put on his seat is now
burning his neck and he spreads himself
to stabilize. But he cannot control his
body now turning over and over his eyes
hurting down in his throat. He is choking
on blood and he can’t understand why he
can’t control his body. Then he screams
with understanding as he realizes this last
crash and he watched the steering wheel
jerk back and into his chest, but he could
not scream now, nor feel himself, but he

was happy because the accident hadn’t
hurt him.
He was floating out of the
wrenched and twisted car that he had just
made the second payment on, he was float-

ing and not feeling, and thinking howugly

the car looked all red inside with his blood

and how beautiful the hillside was that he
was freely floating beyond, away from the
car, rushing yet not hurried up the hillside, into the early morning mist, yellowed
in the sun. A starling peeped twice and
thrashed off toward the city, to join its

friends, to find its undesignated ae on

the ledge.

““Oh my God, my God, my God, I saw

it.

Oh my God, it flew and bounced and

jerked, Jesus, how horrible.”’
“Just stand back, stand back, I’ll take

care of everything.”’

“Officer, my God, he flew through the
guard rail,
the poor fella’s family. He
had just passed me down the road.’
Faintly sirens echoing against the city
just below hung in the yellow. Crowded
sounds around
the torn guardrail,a
wrinkled fender clinging to the bruised
white steel. The spot smelled of mishap,
the odor of broken life, the reek of death.

“I heard the cop say he was deader’na
doornail. My God, and things seemed to
be going so smoothly. I mean so early in
the morning.”’
The sun now warming and clearing
away the left-overs of night, as it will do,
creeping across the whole surface changing things.
The city, going through its
final change, is laughing and panting
with people, tired before they start. The
fringes are not smelling anymore of the
mist and earliness. The hills and ravines
beyond are keeping the pace made by their
unchallenged and unquestioned precursor,
the sun has come now and is in power.
Some fifteen miles from the city, out of
calling distance, is the home of the little
girl who is now skipping past the barn to
the road.
It is a farm of chickens and
cows and cats for the mice. The pig belongs to the little girl, she is taking care
of it for the 4-H contest, or fair. The little

girl’s mother has been up a long time,
since five or five-thirty perhaps. She has
made the biscuits and put them in the
oven before going out to milk. Her husband, the little girl’s father, to whom the

farm belongs, has been out plowing since
four. The sun is rising early this time of
ear and he is able to get an early start.
e little girl has eaten her biscuits and
jam and tasted her ham and now she is
almost to the road with her skipping. The
pink ribbon is sticking perk-up above her
dark hair that is neatly combed. Her face
is intent on her movements, her arms keeping the beat with her small feet without
shoes but not bare. She watches herself
proud but not smiling or showing in any

way.
She is so happy when she can go out
with the biscuits warm against her tummy
and the jam still sweet in her mouth, when
she can go to her stream. She loves to
cross the dirt road and crawl up the hill
and under the big fence and then break her
skip into a forgetful run, forgetting herself
and her stream she just falls down on the

patch of grass unplowed next to the field
and watches the trickling tickling sound of
the stream. She may just sit there all day

she tells herself, and why shouldn’t she?

It is her stream and she knows no one else
can hear the sounds she canandtalk back,
if she can keep from giggling. But mother
had told her not to stay long and to be
careful. Why was she always trying to
spoil things. But then she remembered
how good it felt to go back and hug
against her apron with the small flowers
faded out. There were usually some wet
spots on the apron or some flour, but the
smell was always there, her mommy smell.
So she decided she wouldn’t stay with the
stream long this morning.
She slapped the trickling tickling water
and got up with a giggle. Then she looked at the stream flirtingly, blinking her
eyes, (she was only five), and ran away
across the field collecting the buds of the
high grass on her shorts. She stopped
out of breath, and stretched her head

full

back against her neck to watch the peeping starling. She laughed and said, ““You
can be my friend too, if you want to.”’
The clock is now striking six times, it

seems tired, and finds effort in giving it’s
sound to the tall buildings. The old man
in the white uniform is also tired. Heis
pushing his small cart along the curb.
The two large wooden spoke wheels make
designs on the curbstones, red and black
designs because of the reddening sun. In
the east sky little scraps of pink clouds
clash with
the blue. His broom and shovel are securely fastened to the cart and he
is leaning his way against the cart. He
stops to pull out his watch, he glances
quicey and then falls. He does not fall
own he just falls holding his watch. He
gurgles a couple of times and with his
head back against the curbstone and the
red and black design
of the wheels halted
across his face he looks at the bricks and
the ledges and the birds fighting, he gives
them the smile they have been waiting for.
“Stand back, now, it’s just a street cleaner, stand back now.’’ Now it’s just the tall
pink buildings standing defiantly —symbols of civilization against the setting sky.

Wu
(Continued from page 5)
“You ain’t gonna bash ‘im with that
are ya?”
“Yep. Now stand back. I gotta havea
lotta room.”’
“But what’re we gonna drink the soup
outta? The shell’s gonna be all busted
up.”’

**Luke, they’re after us. We gotta hurry.
Now get outta my way.”’
Luke backed off, and Charlie raised the
sledgehammer over his head and began to
chant.
*‘What’s the matter Charlie? What’re ya
doin’ that for?’
“Shhh! I’m preparin’ for the sacrifice.
Hail noble turtle, honorable reptile, conquerer of land and sea, symbol of strength,

Five or six white uniformed men rushed
into the workshop. Instantly Charlie raised the sledgehammer again and flung it
sideways. It caught the closest one on the
shoulder.

There was a crack, and he went

down. The others rushed on.
**Bring that jacket over here quick.”’
“You’re not gonna take me back!”
Charlie screamed as he lashed out at the
three men who were forcing him into the
straight jacket.
*“T’m not goin’ back! I’m not goin’
back!”’ he screamed repeatedly as they
dragged him out the door and down the
hall.
Luke had picked up the turtle and was
petting the unbroken shell when the rest
of the men turned to him.

beauty, intelligence, spotless offering, the

‘“Why didn’t you crack?’ he said some-

great gods Charlie and Luke look down
with favor upon thee and are pleased with
this sacrifice.”’
The big hammer fell. Thump!
“There they are!”’

where between melancholic detachment and
despair. Then the attendants took him by
the arms and led him quietly away. ‘‘We
were going to have such fine turtle soup
Charlie and me.”’

girl can be confronted with is the problem of the “other girl” who
is the Companion of her best beau. This is not so uncommon,
or extraordinary, as might first appear. In our modern era it is
a normal situation for a girl to be separated from her beau because they attend different schools and are many miles apart
at least nine months out of the year. And schools being such
as they are, with all the social and cultural activities, it is necessary to have a companion with whom to attend these functions. Out of necessity the boy and girl attending separate
schools must find someone else to accompany them. A girl
knows this. Quite logically, one such companion will be favored
above the others without any loss of affection for the one who
signs her letters “all my love” and whose picture sits conspicuously on the cluttered desk in the men’s dorm. The problem
begins when the absent girl realizes the favored girl companion
has become the constant girl companion of her best beau. Girls
being as they are, jealousy immediately strikes to the very core
of the bosom.
Instead of a wild temper tantrum, strongly worded letters,
and threats to end the whole thing, | suggest the following
course of action to those girls facing the problem of the “other
girl.” At the earliest possible opportunity put it into your beau’s
head that it would be convenient for you to visit his campus.
It might even be “convenient” if you have to fly a thousand
miles and cut three days of classes to get there. After making
the subtle hint, watch your beau’s face, or read very carefully
between the lines of his letter, for his reaction to your sug-

gested visit. If he seems delighted and eager at the prospect
of seeing you, it would be all right to send your regrets and

forget the thousand mile trip. If he wants you to visit him and
it really is Convenient, then start planning and packing.
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One of the more interesting and perplexing problems a young

A STORY OF TO DO OR NOT TO DO —
BY PATRICIA MULLINS

First of all, calm down and lose the ten

pounds you have been meaning to get
rid of the last six months. Buy anew
girdle and make sure you have all the
necessary cosmetics to look your prettiest
(even if this requires an extra case). And
don’t forget to borrow that darling sweater of your roommate’s that fits you just
right.
After your ticket is bought, make sure
your beau will meet you at the station

and take you to where you will be staying. This makes him feel like the important, protecting man necessary to your
welfare, which won’t hurt your cause at
all. When you disembark, greet him with
your warmest smile and hand him the
claim checks for your luggage. Don’t
take too many bags, because he might
get angry if he has to make three trips to
transport the stuff. This would ruin the
whole purpose of your trip. Arrange to
kiss your beau soon after arriving which
will give you a clear indication as to his
present feelings for you. I definitely do
not mean you should fly into his arms

to find someone else to take her. This
should upset her if she has designs on
your beau. And by your presence she
will, you hope, get the idea that she is
second best to you. Perhaps she will break
off with your beau and find someone
else’s. If your beau talks about the ‘‘other
girl’, be interested and understanding, but
definitely not catty. You might even suggest before you leave that he call her and
smooth things over, which he undoubtedly will do anyway.

Be sure to impress on him what a good
time you have had, what a special weekend it has been, and how much you are
looking forward to his coming home for
vacation. It is also proper to remind him
of the good times you have shared with
him at home. Kiss him before you embark for the trip back to your school, but
do not shed any tears even if you think
you could. If you leave early enough,
you can be back on your campus in time
to go out with your favorite companion
that evening.

hy

the moment you see him, nor should this

kiss be dripping with passion.
Your beau will probably ask you what
you would like to do during your stay,
unless he has something special planned,
and it is best if you go where he is accustomed to going with the “‘other girl.”’
This way people who normally see him
with her will see him with you instead,
which naturally will be reported back to
her. Perhaps she will even see you with
him. If she is nothing more thanafriend,
he may have you meet her. If this hap-

Question: Why, Pretty?
The night is half of the day
The day is half of the night.
Half of a dollar left
or
A half dollar spent.
He died on the cross

or

you feel like cussing and pulling her hair.
My general words of advice would be

He always is.
A hundred miles from Paris
A hundred miles to Paris.
Act One over
or

to relax, enjoy yourself, be pleasing at all

Act Two to come.

pens, be friendly and interested even if

times to your beau, and look your prettiest every minute you are with him. You
will probably attract the eyes of other men
on the campus, because you are a newface

and dressed more attractively than the
girls who walk the campus pathevery day.
Be friendly to the male friends of your
beau, but remember that the purpose for
your trip is to keep the beau you have,
not to find a new one.

or

or

Four years gone, a Senior
or
A Sophomore, two years to go.
Music with yourart
or
Art with your music.
Part of the book read
or
Some more to read.
There is no more to be had

or

This is the end.

As for the ‘‘other girl,” if you are lucky,
her dorm will be having its formal dance

the weekend you arrive, and she will have
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Scope of Exhibition: The exhibition presents for the first time outside
Genoa the great flowering of Genoese art which occurred during these two
centuries. Beginning with the master Cambiaso, it reached its height in the
Baroque painting of the counter-reformation. Religious and mythological
subjects, portraiture and landscape are included, in large altarpieces and
smaller easel paintings. Drawings delightfully represent the more intimate
and personal aspect of Genoese art.
Twenty seven paintings have been loaned by the Italian Government, the
largest shipment of paintings sent out of Italy since a number were lost on
the sinking of the ‘‘Andrea Doria’’. Paintings have also come from England
and Canada as well as the United States. They have been loaned by museums and private collectors. A number of drawings by Genoese masters
of the same period will also be shown.
This panoramic exhibition of masterpieces of Genoese painting is an
event of singular importance not only for the Dayton area but for the art
world generally. Never before outside Genoa has this great school of painting been seen in its entire range. Now, partly because the Baroque period
is receiving scholarly and popular attention never before accorded it, and
particularly because three American museums, led by the Dayton Art Institute have undertaken the task of assembling it, this exhibition has been
made possible.
Twenty nine out of 61 paintings and drawings are concerned with Biblical
topics. The subjects include both Old and New Testament events, and range
from ‘‘Abraham’s Sacrifice of Isaac’’ through events in the life of Christ and
several of the saints.
Thus it is that painters ofthestature of Assereto (a Genoese Rembrandt) or
Castello (whose splendid decorative Baroque style reminds us of Rubens) or
Ferrari (a Genoese Murillo) have only recently been revealed to the world
as the masterful painters they are. In America this exhibition will undoubtedly prove to be a landmark in the history of taste. The exhibition ranges

Over a wide variety of styles as represented, for example, in several works
each by such better known masters as:
Luca Cambiaso, the 16th century founder of the Genoese school
Bernardo Strozzi, the early 17th century master of the Baroque style
Allesandro Magnasco, the 18th century master of the rococo manner

However, it is likely to be the paintings in the Baroque style which will

have the greatest impact on the visitor to this exhibition. Never before or
since has the art of paintings achieved the dramatic effect and the strong

sensuous appeal that it did under the aegis of the church in the 17th century.
In these Baroque masterpieces, the full gamut of human emotion is dis-

played in vivid theatrical style; color, light and space are exploited in a
painterly language of unsurpassed richness and virtuosity.
16
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Cambiasco, Luca (1527 Moneglia - Escorial 1585), Italian
“The Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian”’
Lent by Robert and Bertina Suida Manning, New York

Carbone, Giovanni Bernardo (1614 Albaro - Genoa 1683)
“Portrait of a Man”’
Lent by the John Herron Art Institute, Indianapolis, Ind.

Travi, Antonio Maria (op. Genoa 1648)
“A Miracle of St. Anthony”
Lent by the Estate of Marchesa Maria Doria Balbi

Semino, Andrea (c. 1525 Genoa 1595), Italian
**The Adoration of the Magi”’
Lent from an Anonymous Genoese Collection

Strozzi, Bernardo (1581 Genoa - Venice 1644) Italian
“St. Catherine of Alexandria’”’
Lent by the Wadsworth Antheneum, Hartford, Conn.

Castello, Bernardo (1557 Genoa 1629), Italian
“The Holy Family”
Lent by the Galleria Nazionale di Liguria (Palazzo Spinola), Genoa

Cambiaso, Luca (1527 Moneglia - Escorial 1585), Italian
“Venus Anadyomene”’
Lent by the Galleria Borghese, Rome

Fiasella, Domenico (1589 Sarzana - Genoa 1669), Italian
**The Martyrdom of Saint Andrew”’
Lent from an Anonymous Genoese Collection

Bacciccio (Gaulli), Giovanni Battista (1639 Genoa - Rome 1709) Italian
**The Death of Adonis’’
Anonymous Loan

A dull, dusty ray of sunlight played on
Father Grosen’s silver watch as he lifted it
from his cassock pocket. ‘5:17,’’ he ab-

sently mumbled. ‘‘My new replacement
should be back from his initiation any
minute now. The warden isn’t much for
giving tours.”’

Breathing a long, tired

cheerless shadows of the large room. Cautiously he drew a small black book from
the disorderly folds of a faded sweater.
Father Grosen hesitated.
An icy chill
crawled down his back. The book wasa
diary — old, but barely worn... still very
stiff.

Long and hard the dark eyes of the

stooped priest stared at the leather diary.

sigh, the graying priest sunk onto his bed.
Aimlessly his pale hand toyed with the
meager trifles in his half-packed valise.
“I wonder what the new priest’s first impressions are.’’ There was another weary
sigh. ‘“‘Lord,... being chaplain of Sing-

eyes clouded and burned with a strange
fear and repulsion and deep weariness.
Slowly his wrinkled fingers broke open the
musty pages, wandering clumsily, almost

Sing is different from training the altar

unwillingly toward the beginning.

boys. .. or organizing the mothers’ clubs.
Heaven help him.”’
Suddenly, as if shocked, Father’s pale

am newly ordained and so much in love;
the new chaplain of Sing-Sing and sovery,

hand froze in the open valise.

The priest

sat motionless, stooped in the gray and

The palid face was rigid, cold, but his

“June 19, 1937 — Dear Lord:

Here I

very, very happy.
Make me a worthy
chaplain, Lord. I laughed at these cold
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stone walls as I came up the drive (grant
me the grace and joy always to laugh at
them). All these gray walls and men need
a little of your love,alittle of its warmth
and happiness. I'll try to give it to them,
Lord. If I don’t, who will?’

**NO! no, Lord.’’? The sharp cry echoed
around the chilly room. Father Grosen
shuddered, leaning back his narrow head.
Through his thick gray hair he ran his

trembling fingers back and forth. The
darkness and emptiness of the room reflected itself down his long, drawn face.
“Jesus, you said you came for the sick
and not for the healthy. Help me!’’ For
several long moments the priest stared

pages were awkwardly turned, and he be-

gan to read again.
“July 7, 1937 — Lord:> Foday F arm
very much alone... as yesterday. .. and
the day before that. Where are you? I
tried to speak with the prisoners again today.

But to them, I don’t belong. I’ma

freak. When I come near to a group,
everyone suddenly becomes mute. I’m the
‘preacher,’ only the ‘padre,’ who walks
down deathrow with those who are going
to die. I talk about the ‘next world.’ What
good amIto the living? They still have
to stay here and lie awake at night. .. and
cry inside, and long fortheir wives... and

for the touch of flesh... for warmth. To-

blankly into the emptiness of the darken-

morrow it will begin all over again for

ing room. Hesitantly, his eyes edged back

them... and they rot... and achetolove,

to the neglected book.

and to be loved.

Four, five... , six

And I am human too,

and alone. Lord, help me.”’

Dirty shadows crawled through the open
window. Smoke-like, snake-like they blan-

keted the narrow bed, the stooped and
sobbing figure on it. From the strange
mound of darkness dully shone two pale
hands and the soiled glow of yellow pages.
Father Grosen slowly sat up. He re-opened
the book.
“October 8, 1937 — Lord: Today I
preached to them...or maybe at them.
Lord, I fought the blank faces, the faraway looks, the nodding heads. I tried —
just like I tried last Sunday before. I don’t
speak their language. There is a wall,
Lord, an ugly wall. I talk about love, but
they cannot love like angels. They’re flesh
and blood and here behind walls. What is
love to someone alone on one side of a
wall, one who pounds and tears away at
the wall, but only bruises himself and his

heart... and is still alone.”
Clanging tools suddenly shattered the
afternoon stillness. Shuffling feet could be
made out in the courtyard below, and
noisy voices climbed above the dull clamor. Work detail! On the dark shadows of
the far wall Father Grosen saw the ragged
clusters of men working along the outer
roads.
Some were quiet, working and
dreaming in a sullen apathy.
Others
swung the heavy mattocks passionately,
sweated, cursed, they swung and clawed
as if their future lay hidden in the barren
ruts before them. There were the jokers
too — obstreperous and rowdy. Up and
down the line their shouts and guffaws
could be heard — smiled at, laughed at,

ignored.
They never seemed to talk to
one, with a person — always to the room,
to the crowd. Always the roar..., the
laughter. Where they were there had to
be talk, loud talk, and jokes.

Everyone

knew them, even the ‘quiet fellows.”’
Everyone knew that they hated quiet,
sneered at the dreamers. Didn’t they know
all the jokes? Weren’t they the life of the
crews? Then why think? If you’re full of
life, what’s there to think about?
Twisting, shaking his head and neck,

Father Grosen tried to rouse himself from
the stupor.

He stood up. Without glanc-

ing, without looking at anything, he toss-

theme that plagued him through the long
November days.
‘**Lord, forgive me. I must forget. I’m
trying, Lord,...I think. But everything
is still so vivid to me. I remember saying
good-bye to her; I wanted you, only you.
Yet I often forget where I am now, often
drifting away from my cluttered desk, to
smile with the smiling face in front of me.
Then her large eyes seem so close, sparkling, as bright and as blue as before. I
see them laughing, teasing, in the hazy
autumn dusk. And I laugh too. As before, I see the soft, happy face, chaste in
its child-like joy — chaste in its simplicity.
And I love her as before. Whenever it
starts to snow, I remember...so many
things: crystal snowflakes clinging lightly
to her frosted lashes, blue eyes so radiant,
so much more blue in winter. I remember
sparkling flakes casually scattered through
her loose blond locks. Then I can hear
the music of a precious voice — light laughter in frosty air. Then I can feel the touch
of life and its warmth and joy. Untill
realize and remember that this can never
be.”’
Far down the hall light footsteps sounded against the hard wooden floor. Thenew
priest, Father Clyde, was returning. Pushing his weighted body from the bed,
Father Grosen dragged himself toward
the open window. With his ample right
palm he smoothed down his disheveled
hair as he walked. There was a quick
knock. Then a young, dark complexioned

priest burst into the room. He was beaming
Well, what do you think of your new
parish?” Father Grosen’s voice was dry
...and very tired. Leaning on the stone
windowsill, he blankly gazed into the gray
courtyard below him and at the gray stone
walls under a dusty, tired-gray sky.
**Too good to be true? I still think I’m
dreaming.’’ Running onto one another, the
words bounced out with a bubbling
enthusiasm. The new voice was very
young—almost boyish. Twelve years of
study and prayer and more study and
sweat. . .and then, thanks be to God‘Reverend Paul Clyde is chaplain of
Sing-Sing.’’ Father Grosen’s words cut in

ed the thin black book back into the valise.

like an icy blast. Smilingly and agilely

October 8 was the last account he read,

the young priest squeezed his broad chest

but Father recalled too well the torturous

(Continued on page 40)
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with me now. That should be enough to
keep me on my feet until I get ajobor
something...’
I kept thinking.
But
there was one thing I could do.... paint.
Had the letter of application to paint scenery I had sent to my destination before I
left been accepted? I didn’t know. In an
odd sort of way I hoped and almost expected that the application would be accepted. JI had fourteen hours of bus travel
ahead of me to think about my problems
and nothing to accomplish. So I decided
to try to get some sleep and rest my poor,
an experience-packed
twro week spree
WALK Ju
by richard mizdal

Upon the beginning of an experiencedpacked two week spree the only reception
I received was ‘Ticket please.’’ With luggage in both hands I fumbled for that tiny
piece of yellow paper. Finally after dropping both bags I searched my pockets
with the agility of a pickpocket and discovered the ticket in my shirt pocket. By
this time I had succeeded in holding-up
the line of happy travelers behind me.
Clumsily I handed the triple-folded ticket
to the driver. After his approval I accomplished the feat of tripping daintily
Over my own bags onto the bus steps.
Nervous? I couldn’t even walk straight.
It was only when we were two hours away
from the bus terminal that I recovered
from my embarassment.
Now it was time to think and plan. Had
I done the right thing by running away
from home in this manner? Did I havea
good reason for doing this? Was it be
cause I was thoroughly confused as to my

vocation or was it simply because I wanted
more than just to sit around the house
doing nothing all summer long?[still
don’t know exactly whyI left. Certainly
my parents were understanding but
“*T had to find out for myself.”

And there I was sitting on a bus headed
in the direction of approximately seven
hundred miles from my home. Why I
didn’t even have a job waiting for me at
my destination. ‘Well, who’s worrying
about money? I’ve got fifty-three bucks

little, confused, mind.

No, the dawn didn’t greet me ‘“‘like thunder.””
The “thunder” that actually did
wake me was, in fact, actual thunder.

It

was accompanied by the usual amount of
summer lightning that comes along with
early morning storms. Thedownpour was
quite heavy too. Streams of blue-green
dropplets cascaded down the outside window pane. The early morning light and
steam had created a living Monet outside
my window.
I sat up from my semicrouched position while I was looking out
the window to look at my watch.
“Oh... seven-thirty. Only six more
hours to ride’? thought I. I pulled outa
cigarette, lit it, and blew the smoke at the

masterpiece outside my window. After
more gusts of smoke against the cold pane,
it soon fogged into what seemed like soiled
white velvet studded by chips ofclear glass.
Why in heaven’s name was I thinking this
way when I had so many problems to
solve? All through the morning I forced
myself to try to solve my vocational problem but to no use. All I could think about
was the changing scene outside my window.
One-thirty arrived. I was to reach my
destination any second now. I walked
back to the rear of the bus to the wash-

room. ‘There I looked at the person staring at me in the mirror and decided to
change his appearance before people out-

side the bus would run in fright. The task
took minutes. I left the tiny room, walked
back to my seat, and sat down in nervous
anticipation. Within ten minutes I was
parked at the station and I was at my
destination — summer stock in a mid-western city.
With what seemed like the last measure

of strength I had, I hailed a cab and threw

all my suitcases into its trunk. The end
of the next hour saw me comfortably relaxing on my bed in my room at the local
‘‘y.”? All my luggage was unpacked. I
had eaten.

And now, fed and clean I was

relaxing. Then a blaring radio woke me
from my ‘‘forty winks.”’ Since my mood
had completely changed from glum to
happy, I decided to look into my future
job. Filled with excitement, I dressed in
my best clothing and walked to the theater.
At the box-office I asked the receptionist
where I could find the set designer. She
promptly gave me all the directions Ineeded to find him. Through the large graybrown lobby and sauntering between the
sea-green walls and red carpeted floors of
the back of the hall I went. Winding
through the laybrinth of corridors backstage I finally discovered the set designer’s
room.

‘‘C. Robert Holloway, set design-

er’ it read.

‘‘Quite impressive” I thought

to myself. I summoned all my hope, tuck-

ed my portfolio of designs and references
under my arm, knocked on the door, and
aloud said, ‘Well, here goes nothin’.”’
‘Come in.

Come in. .

Well, come in!”’

came a voice yelling from within the room.
Not knowing what terrors lie awaiting me
in

the

room,

Ientered it on trembling

knees. Inside, sitting in front of a brightly
lit drawing board was bent a young porty
man. He neither looked at me nor acknowledged my entrance. He went on
painting at a high rate of speed. After
about two minutes I interrupted his silence
with a high pitched cough and proceeded
to tell him of my qualifications and ambitions. Trying to straighten-up from his
desk he looked up at me, took off his
horn-rimmed glasses, and said, ‘“‘Oh yes,
you’re the fellow who wrote to me for a
job, aren’t you?’ I answered with a posi-

tween that.’’ I agreed to that and to my
rate of pay. Mr. Holloway then said with
a sheepish smile, ‘‘Good. You begin work

tomorrow at ten. Good luck!”’ After shaking his handI left the room.
At that moment curiosity was burning in
me. What was it like to work with the apprentices? What type of shows do they
put on here? ‘Well, let’s see,’’ said I as
I closed his door. I managed to find my
way through the corridors backstage and
discover the basement which was exactly
as large as the hall above it. In this cave
of cement I noticed teenagers in paint
spattered clothing busily moving flats,
painting drops,

building pieces of sets,

and cleaning the cement floors and posts.
A group of them noticed me and came
over to meet me.

**Hi! Lookin’ for someone?’ asked their
leader, a girl of about sixteen years, said
to me. I answered, ‘‘No, I’m supposed to

start working here tomorrow and I wanted
to see what it was like.’’ Then I proceeded
to introduce myself. Their leader, Ginny,
called the rest of the kids together and
introduced them all along with their own
specific jobs they performed. Then the
prettiest of all the girls there, Jubi, a petite
brunett, said, ““‘Have you seen the show
that’s ‘on’ this week?’ As soon as I said,

me to ask, ‘‘Well, isn’t there anything I

*“No”’ she immediately took my arm and
led me upstairs into a seat in one of the
empty rows in the orchestra. We sat there
and watched the closing scenes of ‘‘No
Time for Sergents.’’
Sorry to say, it
didn’t impress me in the least. I thought
the scenery was revolting, the actors bad,
and the whole play even worse.
I thanked Jubi, bid a ‘Good night’’ to
her, and walked out of the theater to my
room at the “‘Y.”’ I couldn’t stop thinking
what a horrible show that was. This was
supposed to be a good show too; a personality was appearing in it. ““My God”
thought I, ‘‘What did I get myself into?”
I arrived at my room and decided to write
my parents just to let them know that I
was safe and sound — physically at least.
After I had dashed off the letter, I set the
alarm clock, and dropped into bed to gain

can do around here to get paid a living

some strength for my first day of work in

wage?’ After a few seconds of deliberation he said, ‘““Sure. You can do our pro-

a professional theater.
By noon of the next day I had already
become familiar with all my duties. By

tive nod.

Then he went on, “I’m Bob

Holloway, the set designer around here.”’
I introduced myself and presented my
portfolio for his approval. After looking
at the batch of designs he said, “Sorry,
Rich, but I have two assistants already.”’
The instinct to earn a livelihood prodded

gram covers and help the apprentices be-

6 P.M. of that day, I had designed the
cover for the souvenier program of ‘‘Fio-

and a friend indeed came to my need.
Jubi asked me if she could help. I agreed
and we both painted the ornate Vienese
drop together. Mr. Holloway approved
and even liked the drop.

rello!’’, completed two billboard signs for
the same show, and started painting a

drop for a show that was still one week
away. That was the system; all work for
a show was completed one week prior to
opening night. While all the kids in the
basement were working on the sets for
**Fiorello!’’, Rita Moreno was appearing
nightly in “‘Damn Yankees”’ upstairs on
stage. Since the rehearsal rooms were in
the basement, we met most of the people
who actually did appear in the shows.
By my fourth working day all the glamor had completely worn off. It was now
nothing more than simple and unadulterated drudgery.
I found myself blindly
following orders, painting till my hands

By the middle of my second week there,
I got to know most of the kids working
there. There was the Cupie Doll Jubi, the
gentle Amazon Jinny, the puppet-like
colored dancer Ronnie, the human Bassethound head carpenter Mark, the ever
whistling bird Del, the pudgy junior stagehand Ed, the Mina-bird Dora, andthe Yid-

dish Mort Saul, niece of the producer
Sandy. All the girls were very definitely
“‘stage-struck’’; all the boys tried to hide
the fact that they were the same. All-in-all,
these kids were friendly and provided an
amusing and ‘interesting’ episode in my
stay. They, along with all the professional
people I met, upheld my theory about
theater people — that the higher position a
person reaches in the theatrical world the
more pleasant and congenial he becomes.
Of course there are exceptions to every
rule, but I have faith in this theory.
By this time the work had succeeded in
breaking down my morale. I had received
absolutely no credit — money or publicity

and arms ached, pounding nails till my

biceps throbbed, painting posters ‘till my
eyes watered, and moving flats ‘till my
feet burned from standing on them for
hours on end.

In short, I was becoming

disgusted with the ‘‘coolie’ labor. I
couldn’t wait for Wednesday, my day off.
Then I could catch-up on my sleep, rehabilitate, and perform the necessary ac-

tions — like washing clothes, etc... Payday, Friday, was coming soon. Could I
then have my reward in dollars?
Pay-day came. Then I learned that only
about half of the apprentices were getting
paid; the other half worked for the sheer
enjoyment and experience. And the poor
people who were getting paid received only
a third of what I was supposed to receive.
I did not get paid for my first week of
work.
It seems that at this particular
summer theater, you have to prove your
worth with one week of work for the administration to judge if you were qualified
to get paid. I had received my qualification ‘slip;’ I would get paid next week.
By now my money situation had sunk to
unexpected depths. After all, I had board
and lodging to pay. If I pinched my pennies at the right places I could manage to
last another week on what money I had
left. Good; I’d do it.

wise; I was living on my last few pennies;

I was physically exhausted from all the
work. On my next day off, I did nothing
except lie in bed all day and try to work
out my vocational problem. This time it
was quite easy; I didn’t have to force my-

self to think. My mind made up,Islept
like a log.
I started work the next day and announced to C. Robert that as soon as I received
my check I was leaving the “beastly
place.” He inquired why and I told him
the reasons. Persuade me to stay he did,
but I refused.
Pay-day came and I received my ‘fat’
check. Immediately I bade adieu to the
kids, said au revoir to the designer in the
manner I had long wished, went to my
room, packed, went to the bus terminal,

and boughta ticket to ‘home.’
Now I knew that the theater wasn’t for
me. My future profession was chosen and

During the next week, I was permitted to

design one drop — provided that I paint it
alone without any assistance from the administration.

I began the tedious work

confirmed.

a

More than ever I was deter-

mined to succeed by remembering my
days in ‘SSummer Stock.”’

A TASTE OF HONEY
THEATRE
MUSIC MAN
Robert M. Lucinatelli
Meredith Wilson’s famed Broadway
play, ‘“The Music Man’’, has been con-

based on the play by Shelagh Delaney
directed by Tony Richardson
Winner of four British Academy Awards.
Best Film Performance Award, Cannes
Film Festival 1962.

‘One of the most brilliant and promising newcomers in years... her performance helps make the film a poignant triumph.’’ So states Life Magazine about
Rita Tushingham who plays Join a sensi-

verted into a highly enjoyable motion pic-

tive combination of pathos and humor.

ture.

Jo is seventeen. Her expressive face
and penetrating eyes draw the audience
to her throughout this beautiful film.

Robert Preston, recreating his stage role of
Professor Harold Hill, is the rascally traveling salesman of musical instruments,
who, shuttling about small Mid-Western
towns, prevails upon the towns-people to
form marching boys’ bands. He supplies
the uniforms and promises to teach the
boys how to play; the townspeople, in return, must buy his instruments. Hill cannot read a note of music and invariably
leaves each town ona fast freight.
In
River

City,

however,

the procedure is

greatly altered.
Here Hill collects his
money for the instruments; but is romantically detained by one local librarian,
Marion Paroo (Shirley Jones). He realizes his guilt when he is finally exposed.

Filmed in Manchester, England, ‘‘A Taste

of Honey” tells the story of Jo, ‘“‘a girl
immature and vulnerable”’ who lives with
her mother, a vulgar and promiscuous
woman.
In a moonlit flight to avoid the rent, the
two women are aided by a young, colored
seaman — Jimmy. A few days later Jimmy meets Jo after school. They meet often
and soon fall in love. The two lovers
spend the night together, but the dark sailor must sail the next day for ports unknown. Jo knows in her heart that she
will never see him again. Once more she
is alone.

But, he is forgiven by the town and Ma-

Unwanted, Jo runs away from home

rion when it becomes apparent that River
City is a much happier place for his presence. Hill gave to the people of River City
a more meaningful reason for their existence!
Others in the cast include: Buddy Hack-

and rents an enormous studio. At work
she meets Geoffery — a lonely, sensitive
boy whose homosexuality invokes her
pity. They share the large studio, and his
inability to become a man proves to be
her salvation during the months that she

ett, Hermione Gingold, Paul Ford, and
the Buffalo Bills. Character roles, espec-

is pregnant.

ially those of the mayor (Paul Ford), and

his wife (Hermione Gingold), are exceed-

ingly well suited to the past performances
of Miss Gingold and Mr. Ford. Buddy
Hackett is his inimitable, funny self. The
music, rich and exciting is in keeping with
the basic setting and plot of the story.
Choreography, under the masterful hand
of Onna White, was greatly accentuated by
the unique use of cinematography.
All in all, MUSIC MAN is certainly a
refreshing change of pace from the usual
theme of many of the pictures in the past

When Jo’s mother finds out about her
condition she comes to her aid and sends
Geoffrey on his way. Jo desires no help
from her mother and sends her back to
the wild life that she is accustomed to.
Now she is alone again — Geoffrey having gone to seek happiness in his own way.
They spend the rest of their lives apart,
unwanted, and lonely. Each seeking ‘“‘a
taste of life...a taste of laughter...a
taste of honey.”’
Sordid realism? On the surface — maybe, but the quality and method of presentation make this film a classic. It is a slice

couple of years. It is highly reeommended

of life put on film without the sensational-

for the enjoyment of the entire family.

ism that is so prevalent in movies today.
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LITERA TURE

A Critical Review of J. D. Salinger’s
FRANNY AND ZOOEY
by Nicholas D’Orsi
There are not many writers who could
bring out a book composed of two stories
— both of which have already been read
and argued over. Salinger is often said
to be the ‘“‘students favorite’? because he
manages to speak to them in their own
language.
He has attained an exciting
mastery of the medium known in literature
as the American short story. Throughout
both of these short stories he keeps each
of his scenes alive and moving.
In these short stories, much is made

over the characters “lighting up,’’ reaching for an ash tray, setting up the ash
tray with one hand while with the other
they reach for a ringing telephone. Salinger always tells you what his characters are doing with both their hands. In
one extremely long episode of ‘‘Zooey,”’
he describes that young man sitting in a
bathtub, reading a long letter from his

self (he must have been sure no one could
dispute) in the right place with an inimpeachably right-looking girl.’”’ Salinger
knows how to prepare the reader with this
gesture for the later insensitivity of a boy
who is one of those elaborately up-to-date
type people whom Franny Glass must
learn to tolerate, and even love, in what

she regards as an unbearably shallow
culture. But apart from this, which is the
theme of Franny and Zooey, the gesture
itself is recognized by the reader as a sign
that Salinger is working all the time, not
only to get the reader to see the picture he
is trying to draw, but to make his scene
hum with life and realism. Salinger’s emphasis on certain words and syllables in
American speech and his own way of bearing down on certain details do give histwo
stories the necessary observation that is so
fundamental to the success of Franny and
Zooey.
At the end of ‘‘Franny,”’ the young girl
collapses in the ladies’ room of the restaurant where she has been lunching with her
“cool”? boyfriend. This conveys her spiritual desperation in his company, for Lane
Coutell, her escort, typifies a society where

lighted cigarettes in each hand.” One of

**Kverything everybody does is so— I don’t
know- not wrong, or even mean, or even
stupid necessarily.
But just so tiny and
meaningless and— sadmaking.’”? Her
brother Zooey, Zachary Glass, at the end
of the second story, calls his sister up from
another telephone number in the same
apartment and somehow reaches the heart
of her problem and gives her peace by
reminding her that the ‘“‘Fat Lady” they
use to imagine listening to them on the radio when they were quiz kids — the ugly,
lazy, disgusting-looking ‘“‘Fat Lady,” who
appears to typify the unattractive and selfish humanity of our day — should be
loved for she is really Jesus Christ!
The two stories are related in such away
that they connect into a single story. Both
Franny and Zooey Glass appear to be
pilgrims seeking their way in a society
typified by the “‘Fat Lady.’’ The Glasses
are ex-vaudevillians whose children were
all child prodigies on a radio quiz pro-

the best descriptions of both stories is his

gram. Now, though occupied in normally

brother, and of course, smoking; he man-

ages to describe every movement made
and every sensation felt by Zooey while he
is in the bathtub. Then the young man’s
mother comes into the bathroom; he draws

the curtains around the tub, she rearranges
the medicine chest, and while they talk,

everything they are doing is described. It
seems to me that gesture, for Salinger, is
the very being of the short story; he seems
to write as if a character can only be
shown through his movements.
Salinger’s description is vivid. In thebeginning of “‘Franny,”’ he is remarkable in
depicting college boys waiting on a train
platform to greet their dates who are arriving for a big football weekend. They
rush out to the train, “‘most of them giving
the impression of having at least three
portrayal of the boy at the restaurant,
taking a first sip of a Martini, and then
looking around the room ‘“‘with an almost

palpable sense of well-being at finding him-

sophisticated enterprises, they have retained their precocity and have translated their
awareness of themselves as special beings

into a conviction that they alone can do

justice to their search for the ‘‘true way.”’
The eldest and most brilliant of the children, Seymour, shot himself while on his
honeymoon in Florida. It is from Seymour’s old room in the Glass apartment
that Zooey calls up his sister, Franny, on
a phone which is normally never used,

that is still listed in the name of Seymour
Glass, and that has been kept up by his
brothers Buddy and Zooey to symbolize
his continuing influence on them as teacher
and guide.
It is from reading religious
sayings from great pieces of literature in
Seymour’s old room that Zooey is inspired
to make the phone call to Franny that ends
up in the revelation that the horrible ‘“‘Fat
Lady’”’ is really Jesus Christ.
Not only does the entertaining surface
of Franny and Zooey depend on the conscious appeal of youthful generosity, but
on Salinger himself, who seems to feel such
obvious affection for them. The reader
finally gets the idea that all these child
prodigies and child entertainers are being
tied with self-love in a culture which they
despise. Yet, this is the society typified by
the “Fat Lady’’, who symbolically they
picture as their audience, whom they must
now force themselves to think of as Jesus
Christ, and whom, as Christ Himself, they

must now learn to love.

In Salinger’s

work the two levels, the world and the

cruelty of the sensitive young, never seems
to really touch. Franny and Zooey know
that the great mass of prosperous spiritual
Savages in our society will never understand them, nor anyone like them. The
Glass children do not trust anything or
anyone except themselves and their great
ideal.
The fact that Salinger’s work is particularly directed against the status seekers at
the summer theaters, at the men in col-

leges all across the country who are imitating the latest literary formulas, at the
three-martini men — this and only this, is
what horrifys me in Franny and Zooey.
He appears to hate them. They are no
longer people to him but symbols, like the
“Fat Lady’. No wonder Zooey tells his
sister:

‘“Love them, love them all, love

them anyway!’’ But the problem does not

seem to be one of spiritual guilt or pride;
it is not love that vanishes in the tearing
of the “‘bond of sympathy,”’ but the deepest possibilities of literary art.

THE LEOPARD

by Guiseppe di Lampedusa
Italy at the start of the Risorgimento
forms the background of this novel written
by a Sicilian prince who died in 1957,
despairing that his book would ever be
printed.
As Garibaldi and his redshirts under the
banner of popular revolution agitate for
the unification of a disorganized and hopelessly apathetic Italy, an old prince seeks
to consolidate his somewhat tenuous grip
upon a luxurious but vanishing way of
life. Don Fabrizio, the “‘leopard’”’
ofLampedus’s tale, finds that the maintenance of
his own financial stature necessitates his
sanctioning the somewhat odious marriage
of his nephew Tancredi to the daughter of
a wealthy middle-class mayor.
The story’s plot is a simple episodic account of the life of Don Fabrizio and the
fortunes of his family. It depicts at once
the death-throes of the old aristocracy and
the birth-crys of a rising republic. With
sensitivity and perhapsa trace of nostalgia, the author brings to vivid life the
characteristics and aspirations of an entire
class of people. Don Fabrizio symbolizes
the epitome of Sicilian culture. Yet, Lampedusa makes him at the same timea distinct human being. Haughty toward his
peers, condescending to inferiors, he is at
once benevolent and tyrannical, refined,
yet often senselessly coarse, a world-weary
sophisticate who seeks a measure of solace
in his pastime of astronomy.
Indeed, it is in the stillness of the observ-

atory when the prince is left alone with his
reflections that the reader comes to know
the mind and heart of Don Fabrizio.
Against honor and a somewhat grudging
sense of right, selfishness and a tendency
to Machiavellian ethics struggle for posession of his soul.
The tension between indifference and
committal which wage eternal warfare in
the heart of the leopard is extended to the

author’s description of the land itself. A
native Sicilian, Lampedusa has successfully captured that drowsy land’s apathy
and sinister quietude. A bastion of reaction in the hands of the aristocracy, Sicily
becomes in three weeks’ time a base of operations for Garibaldi’s troops. The author’s vivid yet frightening portrait of aland

where anything is possible subtly suggests

the reasons for the revolution’s facile victory. Hot, smothering, and sultry, often
beautiful, frequently repugnant, this dry
land where every leaf seems to bear the
perfume of decay works its fascinating and
horrible spell upon the souls who dwell
there. From an island which has been
seized but not conquered by a multitude of
various Owners (among them Greek, Roman, Persian, and Moor), its inhabitants

have inherited a tradition of complacent
and disinterested submission to each successive set of overlords. Cruelty, intrigue,
and an ineradicable contempt for the discipline and restraint of law combine with
intemperate wrath, sensuality, and pollitical cynicism to bear their fruit in the character of both noble and peasant.
One is respectful of the author’s objectivity and fairness in the delineation of
character. Don Fabrizio, who symbolizes

THE LAND CRIED
The land cried for lost pride,
A union gone; it cried blood,

Souls too - grey and blue.
Wrath chewed, spewed;
Hate blew across the hearth

Of homes stung by shot flung
With malice.

Blood lust gone mad
In many a lad.
And women’s hearts
Beat in starts

For the Grand Army.
And women’s hearts

Brokenly cried
For those who died

In the hostility,
The futility of slavery.

george t. thomas

the old order, and Don Calogero, who

epitomizes the new bourgeoisie, are presented with attention devoted to both their
failings and their virtues. In a few short
pages the author manages to bring to life
an amazing variety of characters. One
falls in love with the gay Tancredi, and

becomes fascinated with the beautiful Angelica and the proud embittered Concetta
who rival for his favor. Even Count Cavriaghi,

Mademoiselle

Dombreuil,

and

DRINKINK
Why dost thou drink?
Dost thou drink to not think?
(Thou shouldst think to not drink.)
Hark - thy glasses do clink,
Why, thy noses turn pink,
(And the more thou dost stink.)

Father Pirrone are not allowed to become
stereotyped, but are developed into distinctly intriguing characters.
Philosophical and prophetic, the author
maintains a movingly eloquent style
throughout the novel, attaining at the end
a high point of symbolic expression. The
last scene shows us the body of Don Fabrizio’s dead dog Bendico being thrown
out a window onto a dust heap in the
palace courtyard. As the rapidly falling

Who art thou foolink? - thou fink!
At this thy wife will not wink!
(Run - pour thy booze in yon sink!)
Now, save thy pennies - go buy her a mink.
And then thou wilt ne’er fall over the brink
(Judas!) Of havink too much to drink. . .

body assumes for an instant the form of

A Moment

a leopard rampant, we are left to infer
that history will assign a similar fate to
Lampedusa’s ‘leopard’? and his successors. The vividness of this portrait of Don
Fabrizio prompts one to ask of sucha
wealth of perception could be gained otherwise than through direct experience. Was
the author himself the ‘tleopard’’ depicted
in this tale? One wonders.

by Anita Amato

Larry Bruner

Busily hurrying by on their
wavy ribbon black,
The ripping tar resists, but
can not slow the flight from thought.
Above the emerald pikes of lawn
muses a princely fool,
Sitting, peering and hoping,

Waiting; to cast a stone into the stream.

Andrew Oravets, S. M.

FRONTIERS
* The plowman homeward

plods his weary way ”
Then there was no path
Only he
the wilderness
Because he could not sit
he walked

the path began
After him, his children
following his steps
making the way easier
extending his steps
making the way longer
After them, theirs
each, in turn, walking upon the path

most following
some, as they could
as they would, leading
the path grew longer
more sure
Some who led broke away
were followed
in time, their way grew blind
upon the path, the way was surer
for their loss
When I came upon the path
the way was long
largely sure
as I walked, my companions grew fewer
the way less sure
at the front, the path progressed
I asked at the monuments of those who had led
“Where leads this path?’’
frozen lips replied:
“Forward!
Extend us.”’
I asked at the front
“Where leads this path
they cast back:
“Forward!

In Praise of Folly
How foolish it is to love,
Or how wise...
To make myself the slave
Of flesh and blood
Like mine.
How foolish to die to self
Or to forget one’s breath,
That someone else may
Fuller live.
How foolish to die and to forget
One’s life; or how wise...
To find all goodness
And God —
To treasure these
In someone else
With joy.
How wise it is,
And yet how painful,
To forget oneself and to find self
In Him
Who made all preciousness,
That we might daily die,
And in this loving
Live.

Bro. Barry J. Trick, S. M.
To the Unknown
I’ve traveled four thousand miles,

On land, sea and in air,
I’ve seen four thousand and one smiles
And some that just stop and stare.
Many have I seen and heard and felt,
On land, sea and in air,

But none more beautiful do I know
Than Dark Eyes, with her Raven Hair.

Norbert A. Wethington

Join us.”’

Joining, I followed as I must
led as I could
Faltering, I sought repose
still asking
*‘Where?”’
My resting eyes left the path

Cyrano to His Heart
Speak softly, my love, for night is near,
And like a sil’ury dove,
(Silence! my love)
Move gently, like an unknown tear.

saw the sky

“*There!”’

While shadows lace
Dark lines upon her silv’ry face,

The Beacon.

Stand silent, my love, and be thou near.

James Herbert

Joseph H. Lackner, S.M.

The BROTHERS
A LESSON
IN HIRING
BY
JERRY HUELSMAN

PHOTOGRAPHY: herb fox
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The moaning wind and the distant yelp
of a coyote were the only sounds in Kemo,
and the morning sun was already warm
as it sifted through the early hours’ lingering mist. Three dusty men strode briskly
up the main street toward the Gypsy Jim
Saloon. When they reached the entrance
they hesitated, and each threw a quick
glance up and down the street. Nothing
moved in either direction except a few
straggly tumbleweeds, pushed along by
the unceasing Arizona wind.
The wind
was eerie when all else was quiet, and as
the men looked past the wooden frames
into the distance, they felt a weird surge
of ghostliness as steep mesas and fingerlike rock formations took the likeness of
monuments in a graveyard of giants.
The men stood motionless for another
moment on the boardwalk, until it sud-

denly creaked loudly under their weight.
As they pushed through the swinging
doors, the tallest man drew his gun and
checked its magazine. He worked the action nervously, and there was distinct fear

in the eyes of the other men as they watched his every move with keen interest. The
tall man was called ‘‘Fire-face’’ but no
one knew his

real name, for he never

found good enough reason to use it. His
face was always deep red from the desert
sun, and his hair was bleached from
blonde to near white. He was very tall

holster in one blurring movement. Then
he slowly sat down at a table and stared
blankly at the wall.
The two men with Fire-face were Tom
and Luke Forker, and they owned aranch
a few miles from Kemo. Kemo had been
a ghost town for several years, and the
brothers chose it as their rendezvous with
fate.

Fire-face was a gunfighter, and they

had hired him to do a job for them. The
agreed to have a showdown in Kemo wit
Rob Catty, and this was the day of the
agreement.
Rob Catty wanted to repay
the Forker brothers for gunning down a
close companion of his a few weeks before.
Catty was good with a gun, and he swore
he would spill his vengeance in the streets
of Kemo. He was due in less than an
hour, and the Forker brothers were ve
much afraid, even with Fire-face to bac

them.
Before long hoof beats were heard outside, and the Forker brothers rushed to

the front window of the saloon. Through
dirty glass they peered and saw Rob Catty

come into town at full gallop and then
slow his horse to a walk. He climbed out
of the saddle and walked toward the saloon, and in the next few moments the
eerie sound of the wind was shortly interrupted by the sharp staccato of gunfire.

As Rob Catty and Fire-face rode out of

town together, Rob Catty remarked ‘‘It

and lanky, muscular and agile. He wasa

was just sheer luck that the Forker broth-

that ran from his cheekbone to the top of

ers hired you, Fire-face. They never even
dreamed that your real name is John

handsome man, except for the ugly scar
his

left ear, a lasting reminder of near

death from a past gunfight. When he finished checking his revolver, he startled the
other men by whipping the gun into its

Catty.’’

The two laughed as they rode

toward the graveyard of the giants, and
the wind blew a straggly tumbleweed over
two dead men in the main street of Kemo.
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lowly the slouched monk
placed his pen in the well, straigh-

He thought also of that spring, ten
years ago, when he had felt the urge
to leave his desk and life. He had not

his large hands over his squint-

yet come to orders, but he did have

ing, yawning face. As his large
mune hands fell to his lap, Friar Anselm looked at his completed work,
those delicately formed letters, which
to his over-critical eyes seemed awkward and grotesque. He began to
shake with that interior laugh that
comes with humility.
His eyes strayed from the parchment before him to the bright beam
that entered the scriptorium from the
window high in front of his desk and
fell to the floor a few flags from his
seat. It was that early spring sunlight that makes a man feel new just
for having seen it. As the beam was
already far advanced in its trek

eternal vows. His body had just begun to spread, and he found his soul
restless for the life he had led before.
His brother had come to the monastary, vested in fine cloth and atop the
dappled stead that used to be Anselm’s
stallion.
How well he would have
looked astride this horse that he had
raised. How well he would have looked arrayed in such fine cloth. It was
on such things the monk had dwelled
and this had caused him to think of
returning to the world.
He remembered he had approached

;

a tened up at his desk and rubbed

>

his Prior, who seemed not at all sur-

As he stretched his bulky frame

prised at his problem. He agreed that
he could leave if he would first
copy three short manuscripts. Because of his usual lack of patience, he was unable to complete
the work for three years. By that
time the horse had died and his
brother had married a woman of
short temper and long breath.
Besides that he had found the patience to live the life he wanted.
Suddenly, his coarse habit

to get the blood moving after a

caught onto the skin on his left

across the floor, the tired monk

realized that the vesper bell would
soon be sounded. It should ring
by the time the beam reaches the
next mortared joint, he thought,

after that it would be about a
half hour of exquisite sunlight- .
ing, and then darkness would 4e@e
start to come.

Pa

day of inactivity, he thought of
years ago, when youth and wiryness desired change and excitement,
but these desires had given way to the
discipline of religious life as his wiryness had gone with the onslaught of
flesh. Now and then, restlessness did

side, while his right hand slowly
patted away the slight discomfort, he laughed for it would take too
much of that fine cloth to cover him
now!
Again his eyes fell on the manu-

arise, but that was to be expected as

ination glittered with a mastered beau-

part of life. Actually, he was well con-

ty. This wasa picture of the sleeping
Savior in a bark with the twelve apos-

script before him.

His ornate illum-

tent to have his desk near enough to
the window to enjoy God’s spring sun

tles, fixed in the ‘‘D’’ of ‘‘Dum’’ in the

stream in.

fourth chapter of the Gospel of Saint

ILLUSTRATION: bill bohne
LETTERING: bob sullivan

os

Mark. While straightening his cincture
over his large front, he thought of how
much his quiet pride was like his script.
But things were well done; the little things
offered the challenge and were the thorn
in his large side. He shook again with
his quiet laugh, and prayed, ‘‘This, Lord,
is the fruit of my garden. If we would
depend on my produce, we should surely
starve, which is much against my nature.
Such is the reason that I gladly harvest
in Thy garden.”
Quietly, in the spirit of the spring day,
the

office

bell announced Vespers, the

solemn evening prayers. Slowly, Friar
Anselm lifted his hulk, and noting that the
sun had reached the joint among the slates,
he turned and left his desk to pray toa
God who loved to hear him laugh.

wh
THANKSGIVING DAY
I love our grand Thanksgiving Day,
That comes in cool November;

The autumn leaves that strew the ground
Make me this day remember.
Our pilgrim fathers left their homes,
And came to this broad land,
To flee the wrath of English king;
A brave, heroic band.
And when the God, who cared for them,

Had kept them from all harm,
They set apart this day for thanks,
For His protecting arm.
And thus it is we keep this day,
To ever bear in mind,

That God bestows His blessings grand
On those of thankful mind.

Our hearts should ever grateful be,
And filled with purpose firm,
To love our God and neighbors kind,
And nobly live life’s term.

William Penn Shockley

Ouse
We had walked several blocks before I
realized that my raincoat wasn’t sufficient
protection from the cold night. Neither of
us knew exactly where we were, so we just
turned down one street after another looking for someplace to warm ourselves. A
tin can blew against the curb making a
small sharp noise;

a slow rolling car

cracked through an ice-capped puddle. I
hunched against the cold and hid my nose
from the wind. The light of an apartment
ahead threw a long rectangle of light into
the littered street.
As we came abreast of the door, I nudged Al and motioned for him to go inside.
I followed him up the worn steps and
through the whinning door. We shook
ourselves and stamped the numbness out
of our feet.
The patch of light we had
seen from the street eminated fromasingle,

naked bulb which hung like a skull above
my head. We stood in the grey vestibule,
I looked at the paint-bare walls, and
broken tile floor which had originally
been set in a checkerboard pattern. A
long square of smudged and dirty glass
set in an aged wooden door separated
the vestibule from the main hall. I pushed open the door and walked through.
The walls of the hall were dark brown
half way up, and then changed abruptly
to a weak mocha color. The tile pattern
remained the same except for the large
tar-filled gash in the center of the floor.
Ahead and to the right a radiator hissed
and banged defiantly.
In front of the
radiator stood four battered garbage cans
surrounded by an overflow of refuse. The
crippled stairs on the left led to the apartments above. The entire place was flooded
with the odor of cooking fats and decayed
food, so pungent and heavy that it seemed
to cling to skin and clothing.

I turned

around and gazed at the floor again. I
watched a roach circle the toe of my shoe
and crawl into a patch of wall where the
plaster had been torn away.
I turned to Al. He frowned... shrugged “‘let’s get outta here.”’

Ken Snyder
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Who but Sy Yun himself could
know what had gotten into him
after he received that letter from
his distant home yesterday afternoon? As he read the same paragraph for the third time his eyes
became moist, soon tears filled

his eyes.
The dim light of the
late evening reflected on the tear
drops like a string of diamonds.
He stared vaguely into thehazy
air and gradually sunk into the
big sofa with a mechanical motion. With the same numbness
he stared at the distorted confusion of lights through his teary
eyes.
The letter only mentioned the
news briefly.
But, it brought
back a peculiar mixture of feelings and a memory almost forgotten during the years he had
traveled away from his native
land. ‘‘We have bad news from
See See. Memei has left us and
gone to another world. She died

of tuberculosis, probably due to
the overwork and improper diet
of

the

commune

in

Northern

China.”’
An uncontrolable anger came
to him, unconsciously he closed

his fist and strong jaw tightly.

Sw SetSavilon
by Simon Yang

slightest differences. Now, with
seven of them aged from five to
fifteen you could always hear a
raised voice here and there.
It was one of those quiet after* * *
noons. A suffocating silence and
It was in 1948, his parents de- heat filled the air. The little ones
cided to move into the country to were sent to bed for a nap andthe
live with the wealthy Shu family, adults retired to the cool shades
who had five girls and, much to of the deep chambers on their
the regret of many relatives, only own initiative.
The fiery sun
one boy. Memei was the second shined bright in the crystal blue
of the five girls. She was the sky and cast the cooling shadows
same age as Sy Yun —thirteen. of the luxuriant trees in the imAlso, they were both born in the mense garden. Some of the trees
same month. It was common be- were centuries old and some bore
lief that two born in the same fruit, but none ripe enough to
month would be the happiest of arouse Sy Yun’s interest. Little
all couples when they were mar- could arouse his interest. He had
ried. The parents and relatives just had an argument with Memei
were constantly teasing the two and they were not on speaking
youngsters that they would even- terms.
tually marry each other. ‘““What
He walked from one shadow to
**How can anyone do this to Memei?’’, he thought, ‘SAnd why on
earth do these kind of things always happen to the good and the
innocent?”’

could be more of an ideal mar-

another, imagining that they were

riage?!”’

different countries in far away
lands that were inhabited by

*
*K *

It was the summer vacation.
The parents had always regarded these two months with anxiety

and horror.

The _ youngsters

would have nothing to do, so they
would argue and fight over the

strange white people with long

noses and blue eyes. Deep within, he longed to see the beautiful
maidens with long golden hair
flowing down from their shoulders like the fairy tale princess

of translated tales.

Soon he be-

came bored by these mere
thoughts.
He sat down on a
garden rock and sadly watched a
line of ants in their soldier-like
formation struggling witha halfalive grasshopper. He watched
them with such attention that he
did not sense the soft foot steps of
Memei until she was standing beside him.
“Sy Yun.” she called softly with
some hesitation. He was startled
by her voice.
“‘What do you want?”
*“‘Mamma said I should come
and make up with you.’”’ Shesaid
it with the humbleness of a well
behaved child.
*““Remember, I am not speaking
to you!”’
‘*But, mother said that we must

make up. Besides, you justspoke
to me.”’
**J did not!’’

He was disturbed

by her wit and charm.
“If you speak to me I will show
you a secret place in the mountain.”’ She spoke with a sparkle
of joy and mystery in her deep

L

LETTERING: bob sullivan
ILLUSTRATION: lucette wolfe

eyes that seemed like an unmeasurably
deep pool of crystal black water.
*‘Where is it?’’
The short passage so touched his restless imagination that he forgot all about
his pretended anger. She offered him her
little finger as a sign of forgiveness and
renewed friendship. He accepted with his
and all was forgotten.
*“Come on, let’s go!’’ He urged her enthusiastically.
**T better go ask mother.” she said.
*“No, if you do, she’ll only say that the
sun is too hot. Besides, she is takinga
nap and if we come back before supper
she won’t miss us.”
* * *

As they climbed upward along the grassy slope of the hill a sudden break was in
sight.

‘*There,’’ she cried, as she raced be-

fore him to reach the terrace. When he
came to the clearing his carefree laughter
came to a sudden halt. Spread before
him was a bewildering scene. A clearing
with long willowy grass and aged pine
trees casting their elongated shadows over
the terrace. The sense of rare seclusion
and tranquil beauty amazed him —- a
beauty that can only be found in the semitropical forests of the orient. It was a
scene that had existed in his lively boyish
imagination. He had often wished to live
in seclusion like this, far from the ordinary world, with only wild birds and
flowers as his companions.
But, who
could imagine that this could exist so near
to the earthly world where so many evil
and vain affairs prevailed?
*‘Memei, it’s beautiful.”” he murmured

his admiration with a deep sense of gratitude and awesomeness as he moved slowly toward the other side of the clearing.

temple.’’
She explained quietly as she
pointed in the direction of a winding path.
Though well hidden beneath the tall
grass one could still see the two lines of
rock slabs that paved the path. And looking through the shady branches of the old
pines Sy Yun could see the corners of the
ancient Chinese temple, even though it
was well discolored by age and weather.
*“T wonder why they abandoned it?
Could it have been a disaster?’ he thought
to himself as he walked into the pavillion.
Inside stood four rock stumps that served
as stools. Many a monk might have meditated the eternal truth of Buddha as he
sat there facing the majestic mountain and
the deep misty glen.
As he sat silent, deepin his own thoughts,
he could hear the hushed sigh of the wind
among the aged pines, as if deep within
the mountains there was an ocean of waves
pounding upona rocky cliff. He was totally absorbed in an indescribably sense
of beauty and peace.
“Sy Yun, let’s go home, or else they will
begin to miss us.”
““Oh, can’t we stay for a little while?’ he

protested. Then he arose with a sight and
said, “‘all right, let’s go.”’
* * OX

It was late in the spring of 1948, the
Red forces were sweeping toward Southern
China like an uncontrollable flood. Panic
and rumor spread in the cities quicker than
any disease known to this ancient country.
Yet, fatigued and weary people no longer
had any desire or courage to fight the
Communist invasion. Many werebrought
to hope that it was merely a governmental
reform and would soon be over. They remained home with their doors bolted wait-

Near the edge of the cliff stood an ancient

ing patiently for the storm to calm down.

pavillion. Across from the cliff stood a
high and majestic mountain. Its massive
body of dense green forest and high rocky
peak stood awesome under the bright sun.
It cast a dark shadow on the hills thereby
separating them into areas of brightness

Who would realize that a disaster as they
had never seen had descended upon them
and it would last as long as they might
live?
Sy Yun’s father was already in Canton
ready to retreat to Formosa upon governmental order. Realizing the urgency of

and shade.
*‘Who does this belong to?’’ he indicated
with a toss of his head toward the pavil-

the situation he sent three emergency tele-

grams in one day to ask his wife and Sy
Yun to fly to Canton. With much reluc-

lion.
**J don’t really know, but I think it be-

tance the mother and son finally secured

longed to

two of the last air tickets to Canton. They

some monks of an ancient

left with a deep hope that they would soon
return and enjoy the short lived peace.
* * *

For days previous to the departure Sy
Yun was distressed by the tears and
gloomy sadness of the surroundings. He
wanted to talk to Memei. After searching
among the deep chambers he found her
sitting alone in the far end of the family
library, reading pensively by the moon
shaped window.
““Memei!”’ he called softly to her, ‘‘What
are you reading?’ He glanced atthe book.
““Poems.”’ was her reply.
*“Memei, let’s go the the Sun-Set pavillion. I need to let out some of the stale air
in my chest.”’
They used to go there often. Together
their thoughts wondered far beyond the
massive mountains and floating clouds.
Behind those green mountains and soft
white clouds they envisioned a utopia of
strange people dwelling in a paradise like
they themselves did in their secluded world.
**Memei, shall we go?”’
“We can’t, Sy Yun. The elders won’t let
us. They say it’s too dangerous out.”’
*‘Nothing will happen out there. We
want the other day didn’t we?”’
**All right, let’s go.”
* * *

They sat together on the pavillion. Each
meditated deeply on the panic and confusion that was overtaking the country.
**Memei, do you think the war will last
very long?”’
*‘Where is Formosa? That is where you

A SONG
The song of my heart is played
to the winds and the stars
of night —to life lingering

out of reach
The sound is low and sighing
keeping pace with the glistening
rays of the night —
a million violins whispering
The song has no words

and will have none

are going isn’t it?’ she asked instead of
answering his question.
“T really don’t know, but I think that it
is somewhere in the South Seas.”’
“You are lucky, you will see many parts
of the world.”’ She was sad, but always so
obedient to her own fate and destiny.
“Don’t be sad.” he said softly as if
ashamed of his own better fortune. ‘‘The
war will be over soon and we will send for
you for a vacation in Formosa.”’
But she answered with a sad prediction.
“‘No Sy Yun, maybe we won’t be able to
see each other again. Even after peace is
restored we’ll probably drift far away into
opposite corners of the world separated by
many seas and mountains.”’
The sun had already set behind the
mountains. He turned to tell her that they
should be going home. Her eyes were
filled with glistening tears. She looked up
at him through her moist black eye lashes
and said, ‘‘I want you to have this book.”

It was the book of poetry that she had
been reading earlier in the library.
“But it’s your favorite... .” he didn’t
finish. Silently he took the book, for at a
moment like this a word of thanks would
be useless.
He paged through the long favored book
and on the title page he saw two lines
written in Memei’s graceful handwriting.
“To my dear cousin Sy Yun
as a token of affection and remembrance.”’
Memei
With what seemed an unmeasurable
amount of tenderness in his voice he said
quietly, ‘“‘Let’s go home, it’s late.”’

PATRICIA MULLINS
The lonesomeness of soundless nights
and walks of silent steps
heard by none but me —
silent steps to you
Leading softly and solitarily to you
whose name I cannot speak —
you whose gentle words I hear
in the blackness of sleep
You will give words
to the song

until the eternity

low and whispering

of lonesomeness fades

in my soul

LET THERE BE LIFE
continued from page 22
and arms into the windowsill with Father
Grosen.
“Lordy be Father, you make it sound
like a catastrophe. I’m ready to burst with
happiness. Five hundred souls who need
me. . .and I need them. . .and can do some

scribbled on the last page he had written:
“‘December 27 — Feast of Saint John, the

Apostle of Love — My God: Istill love
you...I believe. But what am I now?
And what is my love... love at all? I eat
alone, and pray alone, and sleep alone. .
not understood and not allowed to understand. Lord, I tried. I blessed the Christ-

good for them. You know, Father, it’s

mas dinner, the turkey, the rolls, and the

love. When it’s selfless from the beginning
it makes stones and gray walls look like
nothing.”’
For a moment there was silence. Gray
walls and sky and courtyard grew more
gray, more dusty. Father Grosen moved
away from the window into the brooding
shadows of the room.
‘Twenty-three
years...:” the old chaplain was mumbling more to himself than to his replacement. “So long, and...’’ He pushed a
black leather diary into the folds of a

beer. But I couldn’t give them thelaughter
of little children, the caresses of a wife
who cares. I couldn’t whisper the precious
words they long to hear. I couldn’t grasp
a hardened muscle and whisper you are
important; you’re everything to me. So I
laughed and patted backs. And there was
still a wall. And I ate alone.
“I smiled and stopped to talk to the
warden’s wife in the hall.
But ’ma
Catholic priest — whatever that means to
a Baptist’s wife. Priests are different;
they’ve given that up. Lord, what have I
given up — my feelings, my emotions, my
humanity? Is the ache for a smile, fora
few kind words adultery to you. She had

faded sweater, then closed the valise.

“It’s so quiet and peaceful here.’’ Father
Clyde leaned his head against the faded
window frame. ‘But that’s good. Growth
and new life always take place in silence
and darkness.”’
Father Grosen slowly tightened theleather straps of his valise. His eyes and face
and lips were silent.
“You must have thought a lot about
psalm twenty-two while you were here,
Father. You know, the Good Shepherd
psalm.” Softly the young priest began to
hum the old Latin melody.
Across the room a weary figure turned
and stood framed in the open doorway.
His eyes sadly studied the young priest;
his fingers numbly toyed with the brown
handle of his valise. Two dry lips parted
— quivered, as if straining to speak. ‘I
ought to say something,”’ he whispered to
himself. ‘I want to say something... or
maybe. .. be something.”’ His lips closed,
tightened.

The dull metalic clink of the

door echoed through the bare room. And
down the hall soft, tired steps faded into

the darkness.
*‘Lord, how did it happen?’’ Grosen was
now on his knees. His cheek and head lay
collapsed across the disheveled bed.
“Though I should walk in the valley of
darkness... Lord.’’ Under his left palm
the priest felt the diary’s leather cover, now
hot, warmly moist from his sweating palm.

He knew what was in the rest of it — what
was down for Christmas Day, what was

to come get her husband, to go home, to

be at home with him on Christmas. And
I prayed alone.”
‘Lord!’ The priest’s husky voice shattered the stillness of the room. ‘‘Lord, are

these reasons enough? Are these reasons
good enough — why my desk is filled with
two-bit detective stories, why my muscles
ache now when I have to smile, why I’ve
given up pounding at the wall in front
of me?’
The lean figure slumped back onto the
bed.
The bed, the valise, the trembling
figure moaned together in a pool of chill
gray shadows. ‘Lord.’ There was a
death-like silence. Only muffled breathing.
“Lord, ... I should have looked for your
wounds..., but all I could see were mine.

I tried to see your flaming heart.. ., but I
could feel mine... feel it and hear it — feel
its emptiness day and night.’’ Withaslow,
weary motion the priest buried his moistened face in his hands. ‘‘What did I do?
Was it really so wrong...to bandage
something that ached in cheap detective

stories, to seal it up in a tired body, ina
bare, lousy room. Is that why I don’t
see faces anymore? Why | never talk with

a person either — always to a room, to the
crowd?” A breathy, pitiful laugh fell from
his face. ‘‘Now I’m not hurt anymore,
not really in pain..., but am I alive?’

O Mother Earth

Virginibus Puerisque

(for maidens and boys)
O Mother Earth with joy I see
You have not changed at all.
It was only yesterday I laughed
And played beside the waterfall.
Encompassed by thy loving care.
Discovery of great works manifested
everywhere.
Arise!
Thy happiness unbounded,
Thy son remains still true.
Although today he may not watch
The sun’s rays shining through.
Yes, remotely, I have strayed,
Yet not in spirit could decay
The raptuous beauty of thy flowers,
Those bestowed to make my way
Here to where you with favor,
Still your treasures to me array.
Notwithstanding, never will I
Allow myself divorce from thee.
Once your trees spoke to me.
They said with all faithfulness,
‘You do, my son, belong to us

And with pride we stand by thee.”’
Comradeship then united me and the uplifted arms.
As suddenly all things around them seemed
To capture me with natural charms.
Yet only look, O Earth, but with delight.
Upon a sonof yours gone off to be seen
By the world in action wrought.
Know then the force of what exists
And all that has been given
Now is being driven.
Alas, fruition measured not in pounds alone.
But since it is you who are given,
It is I, man, who is left alone.

Alone to search.
O, he will find
Though tears and blood may bite.
Him who reigns for certain,
Over our endless flight.

T. L. Lewis

With transient breath
I retrieve.
O, heart, you must be still

or take your leave,
For battles here are lost or won

and neither day nor setting sun
shall make me care.

Yet tears lay bare
and love is dead amid the clash

of little things.
Arise —

Speak not your name
As I rejoicing
do the same.

Terrie Smith
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